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Abstract— As a results of the potential of
power electronic shift devices management
and high speed, additional benefits have in
FACTS devices areas and presence of
these devices in transient stability throughout
transient faults resulting in improvement in
grid stability. During this paper, review of
technique a Static Synchronous Series
compensator (SSSC) is used to review the
impact of this device in dominant active and
reactive powers still as damping of power
oscillations in transient mode. Simulation
result shows the accuracy of planned
compensator and achieving the
specified price for active and reactive powers,
and damping of oscillations.
Keywords - cable, Power oscillation damping,
Static Synchronous Series compensator
(SSSC), Active and Reactive power
1. INTRODUCTION
Series compensation could also
be suggests that of dominant the
power transmitted across transmission lines
by sterilization or dynamic the
characteristic physical phenomenon of the
road [20]. the facility flow downside is
additionally related to the length of the road .
The line is additionally stipendiary by a
tough and fast device or inductance to
satisfy the requirements of the transmission.
once the structure of the transmission network

is taken under consideration , power flow
imbalance issues arise. unintended
interchange happens once the power system
tie line becomes corrupted. this can be due
to surprising amendment in load on a
distribution feeder due to that the demand for
power thereon feeder will increase or
decreases. The generators square measure to
be turned on or off to catch up on this
alteration in load. If the generators don't seem
to be activated terribly quickly, voltage sags
or surges will occur [18]. In such cases,
controlled series compensation helps
effectively.
2. STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SERIES
COMPENSATOR (SSSC)
The Static Synchronous Series
Compensator (SSSC) may be a series device
of the Flexible AC Transmission Systems
(FACTS) family using power electronics to
regulate power flow and improve power
oscillation damping on power grids [1]. The
SSSC is injects a voltage Vs serial with the
cable where it's connected. Figure 2 shows
single line diagram of SSSC transmission
system and its control structure. As the SSSC
doesn't use any active power source, the
injected voltage must stay in quadrature with
line current. By varying the magnitude of the
injected voltage Vq in quadrature with
current, the SSSC performs the function sort
of a variable reactance compensator either
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capacitive or inductive [11]. The variation in
injected voltage is performed by means of a
Voltage-Sourced Converter (VSC) that's
connected on the secondary side of a coupling
transformer. The Voltage-Sourced Converter
(VSC) uses forced commutated power
electronic devices (GTOs or IGBTs) to
synthesize a voltage Vconv from a DC
voltage.

Figure 1: Single-line Diagram of a SSSC.[Mathwork]

order that the injected voltage Vs is much
ninety degrees out of part with current I. the
system diagram Vdconv and Vqconv selected
the elements of convertor voltage Vconv that
square measure severally in part and in
construction with current [12]. VSC
victimisation GTO-based square-wave
inverters and special interconnection
transformers. during this system generally
four three-level inverters square measure
wont to build a 48-step voltage wave form.
Special interconnection transformers
technique square measure won’t to neutralize
harmonics contained within the sq. waves
generated by individual inverters. during this
Voltage- Sourced convertor (VSC), the basic
element of voltage Vconv is proportional to
the voltage Vdc. this kind of electrical
converter uses Pulse-Width Modulation
(PWM) technique to synthesize a curved
wave form from a DC voltage with a typical
chopping frequency of a couple of kHz.
Harmonics square measure eliminating by
connecting filters at the AC aspect of the
VSC. This kind of VSC uses a hard and fast
form of DC voltage Vdc. Voltage Vconv is
varied by dynamic the modulation index of
the PWM modulator [15].
3. SYSTEM OF SSSC

Figure 2: System diagram of a SSSC. {mathwork}

A capacitance connected on the DC
aspect of the VSC acts as a DC voltage
supply. during this period low active power
drawn from the road to stay the capacitance
charged and supply to electrical device, in

A phase-locked loop (PLL) that
synchronizes on the positive-sequence
element of the present I. The output of the
PLL (angle θ=ωt) is employed to reason the
direct-axis and quadrature-axis elements of
the AC three-phase voltages and currents
(labeled as Cupid's disease, Vq or Id,
intelligence quotient on the diagram) [17].
Measurement systems activity the alphabetic
character elements of AC positive-sequence
of voltages V1 and V2 (V1q and V2q) further
because the DC voltage Vdc. AC and DC
voltage regulators that reason the 2 elements
of the convertor voltage (Vdconv and
Vqconv) needed getting the required DC
voltage (Vdcref) and also the injected voltage
(Vqref). The Vq transformer is power-assisted
by a feed forward sort regulator that predicts
the Vconv voltage from the Id current
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measure.
Comparison of Series Compensator Types
Figure 3. shows a comparison of VI and
loss characteristics of variable type series
compensators and the converter based series
compensator.

The SSSC with energy storage can
increase the effectiveness of the power
oscillation damping by modulating the
amount of series compensation in order to
increase or decrease the transmitted power.
The SSSC increases or decreases the amount
of transmitted power by injecting positive and
negative real impedances into the
transmission line. The variable-type series
compensators can damp the power
oscillations by modulating the reactive
compensation.
4. STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SERIES
COMPENSATOR (SSSC)

Figure 3: Comparisons of Variable Type Series
Compensators to Converter Type Series Compensator
[8]

From the figure
conclusions can be made.

the

following

The SSSC is capable of internally
generating a controllable compensating
voltage over any capacitive or inductive range
independent of the magnitude of the line
current. The GCSC and the TSSC generate a
compensating voltage that is proportional to
the line current. The TCSC maintains the
maximum compensating voltage with
decreasing line current but the control range
of the compensating voltage is determined by
the current boosting capability of the thyristor
controlled reactor.
The SSSC has the ability to be
interfaced with an external dc power supply.
The external dc power supply is used to
provide compensation for the line resistance.
This is accomplished by the injection of real
power as well as for the line reactance by the
injection of reactive power. The variable
impedance type series compensators cannot
inject real power into the transmission line.
They can only provide reactive power
compensation.

The Voltage Sourced Converter (VSC)
based series compensators - Static
Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) was
proposed by Gyugyi in 1989. The single line
diagram of a two machine system with SSSC
is shown in Figure 3.6. The SSSC injects a
compensating voltage in series with the line
irrespective of the line current [19]. From the
phasor diagram, it can be stated that at a given
line current, the voltage injected by the SSSC
forces the opposite polarity voltage across the
series line reactance. It works by increasing
the voltage across the transmission line and
thus increases the corresponding line current
and transmitted power.

Figure 4 Simplified diagram of series compensation
with the phasor diagram. [11]

The compensating reactance is defined
to be negative when the SSSC is operated in
an inductive mode and positive when operated
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in capacitive mode. The voltage source
converter can be controlled in such a way that
the output voltage can either lead or lag the
line current by 90o. During normal capacitive
compensation, the output voltage lags the line
current by 90o. The SSSC can increase or
decrease the power flow to the same degree in
either direction simply by changing the
polarity of the injected ac voltage. The
reversed (180o) phase shifted voltage adds
directly to the reactive voltage drop of the
line. The reactive line impedance appears as if
it were increased. If the amplitude of the
reversed polarity voltage is large enough, the
power flow will be reversed. The transmitted
power verses transmitted phase angle
relationship is shown in Equation 1 and the
transmitted power verses transmitted angle as
a function of the degree of series
compensation is shown in Figure 5.

…………………..(1)

and voltage at fundamental frequency. When
the voltage injected is kept in quadrature with
the line current, it can follow as inductive or
capacitive reactance so as to influence the
power flow through the transmission line[11].
While the primary purpose of a SSSC is to
control power flow in steady state and also
improve transient stability of a power system.
A Static Synchronous Series compensator
(SSSC) is used to investigate the effect of this
device in controlling active and reactive
powers as well as damping power system
oscillations in transient mode. The SSSC set
with a source of energy in the DC link can
supply or absorb the reactive and active
power from or to the line. Simulations have
been done in MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment. Simulation results shows for
selected bus-2 in three phase 500 KV
transmission line system shows the accuracy
of this compensator [17]. FACTS devices
member in controlling power flows, achieving
the desired value for reactive and active
powers, and damping oscillations
appropriately. The methodology of this paper
is shown in the figure 4 with the help of
simulink diagram representation. The
description of each block in the above figure
is as follows:
1.

Three Phase Source – The three phases
block supplies 500KV three phase
voltage to the transmission line.

2.

Three phase fault generator- this block
generator fault on the transmission line
according to user specification.

3.

B1 Bus- this bus indicates interfacing
connection between 500 KV 2100 MVA
source and SSSC block and also
provides Voltage(V) & Current (I)
measurement.

4.

Static
Synchronous
Series
Compensator (SSSC) - block this block
represents the SSSC simulation model
for the project work.

5.

B2 Bus- this bus indicates interfacing
connection between SSSC block and

Figure 5: Transmitted power verses transmitted angle
as a function of series compensation [12]

5. METHODOLOGY
A Static Synchronous Series
compensator (SSSC) is a member of FACTS
family which is connected in series with a
power system. It consists of a solid state
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) which
generates a controllable alternating current
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280 KM line and also provides Voltage
(V), Current(I) measurement.280 Km
Line – this block represents 280 KM
transmission line.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
SSSC damping power oscillation while not
POD controller.
Under this condition disable the Vqref
variations. And “Switching of section A, B
and C” to simulate a three-phase fault. The
transition times ought to be set as follows:

6.

Three Phase Dynamic Load –
represents load at the end of
transmission side.

7.

150 Km Line – this block represents
150 KM transmission line.

(1)

The fault are applied at one.33 s
and can last for ten cycles.

8.

B4 Bus- this bus indicates interfacing
connection between 150 KM line to
next 150 KM line.

(2)

At this condition "Maximum rate
of amendment for Vqref (pu/s)" is
three.

9.

B3 Bus- this bus indicates interfacing
connection between 50 KM line and
dynamic lo ad.
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Figure 6: Simulink diagram representation of proposed
work.

Figure 8: The power obtained at all the buses B1, B2,
B3 and B4 without SSSC.
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SSSC damping power oscillation with
POD controller.
Under this condition disable the Vqref
variations. And “Switching of phase A, B and
C" to simulate a three-phase fault. The
transition times should be set as follows:
(1)
(2)

The fault will be applied at 1.33 s and
will last for 10 cycles.
At this condition "Maximum rate of
change for Vqref (pu/s)" is 3.

Now let us consider the SSSC in the
same transmission line system with same
amount of three phase fault. The power
obtained at bus B2 with SSSC is shown in
figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the power
obtained at all the buses B1, B2, B3, and B4
with SSSC structure. Figure (5.5) shows the
reference voltage and modified reference
voltage by reference voltage controller.
Finally figure 10 shows the plot of reference
voltage and injected voltage by SSSC. From
the resultant figures it is clear that the SSSC
with reference voltage controller provides
good damping for power oscillation.
7. CONCLUSION

Figure 9: illustrates, the power obtained at bus B2
without SSSC.

Complete Simulations have been done
in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment.
Simulation results shows of selected bus-2 in
three phase 500 KV transmission line system
shows the accuracy of this compensator as
one of the FACTS devices member
controlling power flows, achieving the desired
value for active and reactive powers, and also
damping oscillations appropriately. The result
section provides complete idea about the
power oscillation damping capability of the
SSSC. Moreover the system developed is able
to provide damping for power oscillations, but
still this system demands further improvement
for higher damping during power oscillation.
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